
 

Noise Review Board 
December 12, 2018 
Minutes 
 
Present: 
 Jamie Hurd, Kerrie Standlee, Ernest Harris, Destiny Wright, Michael Wallace, and Paul van Orden 
 
Minutes: 
Katherine Couch 
 
Call to order: 6:02 pm by Jamie Hurd 
 
Review of a noise variance application from Ivan Ratcliff, Director of Guest Services, representing the 
Oregon Zoo. They are requesting a three -year noise variance for the Summer Concert Series.  The 
noise variance request is for up to 24 concerts to be held June through September 2019, 2020, and 
2021. The requested time of permit is between the hours of 10:00 am and 10:00 pm, at a decibel level 
not to exceed 65 dBA and 80 dBC at residences. 
  
 
Oregon Zoo staff in attendance: Don Moore, Director, Ivan Ratcliff, Guest Services Manager, Marcia 
Sinclair, Strategic Communication, John Jacobson, Concert Neighborhood Sound Monitor, Utpal Passi, 
Deputy Zoo Director, Bob Lee, Elephant Curator, Sharon Glaeser, Research Associate, Nadja Wielebrow, 
Research Manager, Laurel Fink, PSU Doctoral Candidate, Barbara Bennett-Heck, Event Coordinator 
Logistics. Also in attendance on behalf of the zoo were Travis Labbe, COO Truewest Presents, (concert 
production), and Jonathan Stoverud-Myers, COO & owner of Carlson Audio  
 
Paul van Orden says changes were made in the last several years to a lower decibel level, now 65 dBA, 
and 80 dBC (bass). For the last several years, upon receiving a complaint, sound monitors from the zoo  
go to the location the complaint is coming from and take measurements from the location. Sound was 
previously measured from a specific location.  Zoo broke down data by show this time, to help give a 
clearer picture. The monitor communicates to zoo and production staff when it rises above the 
varianced level. He is happy with the way zoo has presented information.  
 
Don Moore, Director begins with the request. 
In 2018 the Oregon Zoo had 1.7 million visitors, making it Oregon’s highest ticketed attraction. They are 
committed to creating a better future for wildlife species locally and around the world. The zoo focuses 
on education, conservation and wildlife science. They are zoned open space, and they were approved in 
2013 for a 10-year Conditional Use Master Plan, in which commercial outdoor recreation is permitted.  
 
Oregon Zoo concerts began in 1979. Their concert series predates Edgefield and Washington Park. Other 
zoos across the US have now picked up summer concerts. Zoo concerts provide fun and relaxation for 
friends and family, listening to performers outdoors at sunset. The concert series generates a revenue 
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stream supporting the zoo’s education and conservation mission. Metro contributes 30% of operating 
budget, so this Income is critical to the bottom line. The 2018 series created jobs for 110 people, who, 
together, worked up to 10,000 hours. In 2017, concert operating expenses, excluding artists, totaled 
$500,000 spent at concerts, excluding artists. This translated to an investment in employees and small 
businesses. There were 158,000 concert attendees over the last 3 years. The number of concerts totaled 
16 in 2016, 15 in 2017, and 19 in 2018. Date ranges are June through September, dependent on 
performers availabilities. Concerts are located on the lawn, soundchecks are 3 pm – 5 pm, and concerts 
begin at 7 pm, with a 10 pm end.  The zoo pays close attention to noise levels. They are concerned with 
the impact on neighbors, and work hard to stay in compliance of the authorized variance conditions.  
 The zoo maintained a log of complaints and responses.  
The 2018 season garnered 13 calls from 8 residences regarding 6 concerts. There were no calls about 
other concerts in 2018. All total, in the last 3 years, the zoo received a total of 45 calls on 18 concert 
dates.  There was a total of 50 concerts during this time. 
After each complaint call, if an address was given, the zoo sent sound monitors to measure the level at 
the residence and the zoo onsite manager attempted to call the individual. if the peak sound was caused 
by the concert, the sound board was immediately contacted to reduce the sound. 
IN addition to responding to individual complaints, readings are taken in neighborhoods continuously 
throughout the concert. After each concert, logs sent to the noise office. 
Though Title 18 focuses on impacts to properties, the zoo is aware that some members of the public 
have concerns about the impact of concerts on animals. The zoo’s primary responsibility is the care and 
welfare of the animals in its care. The zoo employs animal welfare experts on staff. During concerts, the 
zoo’s animals have access to off-exhibit locations and quiet habitat areas away from the sound source. 
Animal welfare researchers monitor stress hormone levels to identify indications of increased stress 
under a variety of conditions, including musical events. The data didn’t indicate that concerts have any 
adverse effect on the animals.  
 
Request 
 
3- year variance 
Up to 24 concerts June through September 
65 dBA, 80 dBC at residences 
10 am – 10 pm 
Because additional opportunities exist, the zoo is seeking additional events, but the zoo believes that 
the majority of those will be under 65 dBA and 8o dBC limits. Continue to actively monitor sounds and 
hold level  
Maintain compliance with noise levels.  
 
Ivan Ratcliff – Guest Services Manager, takes over the presentation. He familiarizes the board with the 
packet the zoo provided. Included are: 
Listing of concerts,  
Map of stage and neighborhood areas where the zoo was taking readings.  
Letter to neighbors with a map of the areas notification was sent 
Logs of each concert, which included time, temperature, humidity, readings and time measured, with   
mathematical average weight of sound levels, along with details of how many times and how often over 
dBA and dBC, complaint calls, time of call, action taken, and comments. 
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In response to a question from Kerrie Standlee on type of sound meter used, John Jacobson responds 
that he doesn’t know. The representative from Carlson Audio was not sure either, since the 6 they have 
travel between Portland and Seattle.  The meter does give readings in LEQ, 1-minute increments.  
The meter can read data, which Ivan looks at, and sends the Excel sheet to the noise office after every 
concert. 
In answer to a concern to Michael Wallace about peak levels and the perception that they were over the 
limit many times, any peak sound exceeding the criteria would require the sound monitors text Ivan, 
Travis, or Barbara, and then the sound board would be notified. Kerrie explains that Ivan is looking at a 
black box and doesn’t know what generated levels. There are many other sources in the neighborhoods 
that could contribute to peak levels, ranging from Hwy 26, trucks, lawnmowers, dogs barking, and other 
typical neighborhood sounds. He can’t interpret the data to say it was zoo sound.  
 
In response to Jamie Hurd asking about ambient noise readings, Laurel Fink says that in looking at the 
elephant exhibit, it was 80 dBA on lawn. 60 dBA on non-concert nights. In North Meadow (farther end of 
area) just over 50 dBA either with or without a concert. Measurements were taken continuously from 6- 
10 pm for multiple nights, as well as 12 different concerts nights. 
  
Public Testimony 
John DuFrance – lives on Buena Vista, across the freeway from the zoo. He feels that freeway noise is 
white noise, but zoo concerts have signal, and the combination of the two sources make the impact 
more noticeable. Many concerts are barely noticeable. Some are loud enough that it bothers him, and 
renders him unable to read, hold conversations, or play his own music. He would like the concerts to 
end earlier, and for the zoo to reduce the number of events. Lower the dBA to 60. He says that the 
irritation factor has to do with total perceptible sound.  
 
Danielle West – Does not live near the zoo, but says the concerts impact her because she is unable to 
sleep due to worrying about the zoo elephant herd. She would like to see a return to 8 weeks of 
concerts. She says to keep the decibels as low as possible, because of the animals in the zoo. She feels 
the vibrations from the music are affecting them and says they are suffering already. She says that 
decibel levels should be tested at the elephant habitat, not miles away. We shouldn’t be disturbing 
them. 
  
 
Bala Sheshasayee - Beaverton – Makes a request to deny the variance. He couldn’t find a reason they 
need a noise variance. He feels that the zoo does not make good case for filling a gap in concerts, since 
there is Moda Center and other places in town for concerts. After having looked at the application and 
says it is not a good application, and not in good faith. He doesn’t find the zoo’s argument credible 
because he doesn’t believe their data. He believes more testing and independent evaluation is needed. 
He also says that he doesn’t find the zoo credible because the zoo talks about international animal 
welfare experts, but 4 elephants have died in the last 4 years.  
 
Sandy Miller –Her concern is for non- human residents of the zoo. They cannot leave of close their ears. 
She wishes to know how often measurements are taken and where they are made. She would also like 
to see Infrasound measurements taken.  She lives in SE Portland, but the Zoo Concert Series make her 
feel anxious.  
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Jamie Hurd calls for a 10 -minute break for reading public comments. Destiny Wright has a prior 
commitment and needs to leave.  (She will not be included in the vote later) 
 
After reviewing comments, Jamie asks for board input 
Kerrie is concerned about the increase in number of performances if they are at a higher decibel level.  
Is there a way to say what types of performances they will be? 
Ivan states that he can’t guarantee the performance types. He asks Travis Labbe to explain further. 
Travis says that booking is based on routing for the artist’s tour schedule. It varies from artist to artist 
Opportunities for different artists vary and the zoo turns down requests based on the perception of 
impact and sound levels. 
Jamie asks if there’s opportunity to modify dates based on the school year? Travis says they have 
discussed this at length. Opportunities for performers come up up randomly, when representatives for 
the acts contact the zoo, to see if they have available dates that work with the tour schedule. The artist 
will give a 2 to 3- day window of dates that would work. 
Jamie asks about the time increase for the sound check and is told they specifically requested 10 am for 
the symphony, whose union rules dictate the timing. 
Travis goes on to explain that live music has become the main revenue stream for artists now. Shows 
have become more elaborate and frequent. The controlled decibel level makes the zoo a less attractive 
venue, and it becomes challenging to have 2 hours to load in with tractor-trailers and do an adequate 
sound check. 
Kerrie says that they can discuss other hours as well. He asks how important it is to have a decision 
tonight and is told they already have artists waiting to see if they can book a date as they route their 
tour. 
Kerrie suggests that the board approve 19 concerts, the same as last period, but he is concerned about 
extending to 24 without more information. He is willing to extend the sound check hours for some 
shows, with the stipulation that details are finalized at the next meeting. 
Ernest Harris would like to Increase the amount of monitoring in problem areas to limit complaints. The 
zoo says they are willing to adjust any monitoring sites the board would ask of them. 
 
Michael Wallace says that out of 20 comments, there was a   3-1 ratio objecting to the variance. It 
sounds to him that the ambient level is closer to 60 dBA, not 65. He says that 1/6th of the time, they 
were over the allowable level, but only by a little bit. He relates a story of when his son in boarding 
school had multiple small infractions of school rules and was expelled. This looks like a similar situation 
to him. He wonders if the rule should be 62 dBA. After researching he has concluded that science found 
that the human ear can’t hear the difference of 3 dBA. This might not affect concertgoers experience. 
He would not be in favor of a variance for more than a year, or more than 15 concerts and dBA 62. He 
wants to know what fraction of revenue comes from concerts? He feels there is a lack of quantitative 
information. He feels that the role of the board is to reflect the sentiments of the public. 
 
Jamie says that she feels the role of the board is to help each other live together as a growing and 
changing community, and noise is one of those factors. She wants to be sensitive to issues in the 
neighborhood. She knows there was advocacy to write letters on Next Door, and says that people also 
vote with their feet and money so she doesn’t don’t think the letters are necessarily representative of 
how people feel about concerts. She has worked for a large non- profit and appreciates that these 
revenues are not insignificant 
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Ernest asks if the artists inquiring about booking at the zoo are wanting to appear in June. Travis 
explains that artists are inquiring about booking, but it isn’t necessarily chronological. They receive 
inquiries from artists reps booking and asking about availability, and it can be for any part of the 
timeframe of the Summer Concert series. 
With regard to Michael’s earlier suggestion of 62 dBA, he says that though it would seem insignificant to 
the human ear, a 62 dBA limit carries significant meaning in getting artists for the venue. They already 
have far more leeway at other outdoor venues in the area.  
They are asking for the ability to say they are having a season and have the same audio conditions. 
Jamie asks if it is possible for acoustical barriers to be placed on the edge closest to neighbors. She is 
told that the zoo has inquired about this and have not found something that would be effective. They do 
use top of the line array sound systems that are able to pivot down to contain most of the sound within 
the concert venue. 
Michael asks about using the zoo parking lot for concerts. He is told that they have had a stage where it 
is located since 1979, and it has been remodeled recently. Inside the zoo there are bathrooms, water 
fountains, and power for vendors, along with the lot being full of cars.  
During the remodel, they made the front- of- house closer to the stage (75 feet).  This helps keep levels 
down, since front-of-house measures 94 dBA. 
Kerrie says that he looked at the data too. From his observations on the emails received, the people 
living in the nearby neighborhoods appeared to be split, 50-50. The Noise Review Board cannot regulate 
levels for animals. Our concern is neighbor impact. 
 
Kerrie Standlee makes a motion to approve in principle a 3- year variance to the zoo for up to 19 
concerts, the same thing given to them as the previous variance, with an understanding that we will 
consider an additional 5 more concerts to occur. Conditions for the additional 5 to occur to come before 
the board at the next meeting. Conditions for the 19 concerts would be the same as the previous 3- year 
variance prior to this one. Details on where and what method to use to take neighborhood 
Measurements for both the 19 concerts and the others will be defined next month.  
For the symphony events, sound check is allowed between 10 am – 1 pm, and other hours for sound 
checks will be finalized at the next board meeting 
Ernest Harris seconds the motion.  
Michael announces he will not vote for 3 -year variance. 
 
The motion passes, with 3 in favor, 1 opposed, and 1 absent at the time of the vote. 
Zoo representatives to meet with Kerrie and Paul and whomever wants to come to develop conditions 
and measurement locations, and to determine ambient noise.  
Michael says he is pleased with the data and zoo representation. 
 
Minutes 
Kerrie sees an error “Kevin Savoree is looking forward to coming back in 2018”.  Change to 2019.  
Kerrie makes a motion to approve minutes. Michael Wallace seconds the motion. Motion to approve 
minutes for November 14, 2018 passes 4-0. 
 
Plans for next year 
The board discussed possibilities to study further in the coming year. Paul suggests that next month 
would be a good time to whittle down the list. He suggests the board study garbage truck noise. When 
the 2004 study appeared before Council, the City Council in office at that time wanted this issue to come 
back before them after more study. 
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Jamie asks the board if there are there things to talk about and come back with?  She would like them to 
Think about what they want to put on the agenda.  
Ernest says that the Noise Code is antiquated. He feels the board could help set the direction.  
Jamie suggests that Kenya come back next month and talk about the work of the code committee next 
month.  
Michael wants to address leaf blowers.  
Ernest feels that the board can help craft something to educate the public on noise issues.  
The meeting adjourns at 8:37 after Kerrie Standlee makes a motion and Michael Wallace seconds. 
Motion passes 4-0. 
 
 



Civic Noise Controt Offi

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Marie Martin < martinnp@me.com >

Tuesday, December 4, 2Ol8 3:46 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Noise review zoo concerts

Follow up
Completed

ce

Hello,

we can hear the zoo concerts at our residence and we LovE rr. we also attend the zoo concerts.
The "noise" is not a problem at all.

Keep the music coming!!

Dunca n Borland
Marie Martin
2821 SW Upper Dr
Portland, OR 97201
503-957-3303

Marie Martin
2821 SW Upper Dr
Portland, OR 97201
503-957-3303

1



Civic Noise Control Offi

From:
Sent:
To:

Kate Barker Swindell <kate.b.swindell@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 29,2O1g 6:01 ptr/
Civic Noise Control Office
Summer Zoo Concerts

ce

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Categories: Kathy

Thank you for your notice which we received in the mail today. ln the 20 years we have lived across Route 26 in thePortland Heights neighborhood, we have NEVER been bothered by what we call the ,,Sounds 
of Summer.,, please

continue to entertain us all during those magical summer evenings with great music. you are a fabulous neighbor.

Thank you,

ili 1a:..
tti::.':ltfi1
1tr;r;::::-41

Kate Barker Swindell, MSW
kate. b.swindell@qmail.com
503.803.3645

Follow up
Completed

1

Kate Barker Swindell
Portland Heights Neighbor



Civic Noise Controt Office

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Slocom John < slocomj@gmail.com >

Friday, November 30, 2018 5:10 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo summer concert series

Love the concerts, don't mind the noise, love the zoo. Don,t cave in to the whiners who comprain

John Slocom, 774 NW Westover Rd, portland 97210

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Best Rega rds,

Larry Dully
2611 SW Georgian Place

Portland, OR 97201

Larry Dully <larry.dully@comcast.net>
Monday, December 3, 2018 1 I :02 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
FW: Noise Review Board Hearing - Dec 12,201g, G pm

Noise Review Board,

we enthusiastically support the Summer Zoo concerts and their permit request. we can just hear the musicfrom our home. lf anything, please allow for an increase the noise variance between 7 and 9 pm so we canenjoy more of the music especlally if measured from the East over the Sunset Highway.

we have lived approximately 1/3 mile directly East of the venue in portland Heights for 40 years and have
enjoyed sitting on our deck and hearing the music each summer.

The zoo informs us each year of the programs and gives us a number to call if we have concerns. When our
favorite musicians are there, I am tempted to call and say: ,,we love it, please turn up the volume!,,

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Kristin Walton < kkwalton 1@gmail.com >

Wednesday, December 12, 2018 3:28 pM
Civic Noise Control Office
Support of Zoo Concerts

I am writing to voice my support for the zoo concerts and any expansion you are ptanning. There is
someone on Nextdoor encouraging people to write and complain. I am writing in full support - |
actually live quite close and within closer distance to the zoo from the complaining person. I enjoy
hearing the music - in no way would it disturb anyone who lives in the sW hills neighborhood. And
for those that live closer, when they purchased a property close to the zoo, they needed to plan for
noise. lt is not only nice to hear the music, it is a great business idea for the zoo to use the space to
make extra money. This only helps in reinvestment in the zoo which benefits the community as a
whole. Keep the concerts coming and if you can get more- go for it.

Kind Regards
Kristin Walton

1



Please keep the zoo concert numbers what they are now, do not increase the number of concerts and
do not increase the decibel limit.

Civic Noise Controt Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

It's intrusive.

Thank you.

Jennifer Fellman
SW Portland, near the zoo

Jennifer Fellman <ferfellman@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 12,2018 2:52 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo concerts

Sound carries to so many homes in the area; forced listening by children, elderly, animals and people
who don't enjoy the loud music is not right.

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Dear Noise Control Board,

l'm writing to request you to deny oregon Zoo's variance application for the following reasons:

1' The application is not forthcoming on evidence to support their request: the increase in duration of variance (from
3pm-lopm to 10am-L0pm) is not justified. The need to increase the number of concerts from their earlier request of 1,9to 24 and from mid-Jun to mid-sep to now Jun-sep is again not explained at all. The zoo needs to be transparent on the
analysis that went into making this request, since it definitely inconveniences neighbors for a longer duration than
before.

2' The zoo does not seem to be making the request in good faith: our city already has several concert venues right in
downtown - both indoors (Arlene Schnitzer, Moda Center) and outdoors (Providence park, Waterfront park) that the
zoo's attempt to create yet another concert space is without merit. We find the zoo trying to slowly increase the number
of concerts, their duration and their loudness over the years without providing any justification on what else has been
tried and why this is a last resort. Absent this transparency, the zoo is not making the request in good faith, but trying to
establish a new status quo through creeping normalcy.

3. The zoo is not credible: although animal welfare is not within the purview of the noise control board (which should be
remedied as well), the zoo's claim that their biologists haven't observed any stress response in animals is questionable.
Firstly, absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. lt has been well established that elephants communicate in the
infrasonic range and can sense low frequencies with their feet. Bass music has been used to confuse an elephant into
believing there is a seismic event. The zoo needs to be more thorough in hiring independent third-party veterinarians to
make this assessment through scientific means. Second, the zoo's record on animal care has been abysmal - under their
watch, four elephants have died just in the last four years, which points to gaps in their credibility when their biologists
apparently okay the loud music.

I appreciate the board for making evidence-based decisions. I request that the board factor in the above considerations
in denying the zoo's variance application.

Thank you
Bala Seshasayee

Bala <sbala.gt@gmail.com >

Wednesday, December 12,2O1g 3:04 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Deny Oregon Zoo's variance application

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Aesha Lorenz AlSaeed <eyez_Lorenz@ mail2world.com >
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 2:55 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo concerts

Greetings,
I recently heard the zoo is petitioning the city to allow MoRE volume for their zoo concerts. we are frankly shocked ! weare all the way on the other side of the canyon but it booms over on summer nights making my elderly mother and memiserable' There are definitely other people in the community like us who are disturbed by this. t nave had a Muslimfriends who does not listen to stringed instruments because of their faith say that this is like a form of torture and noisepollutio n.

Not to mention the poor animals! A friend of mine who is a vet in asia told me that animals are even more sensitive to
sounds and they sometimes sway to self sooth when they feel stressed, and perhaps so called animal experts are
interpreting this as dancing. This is outrageous to assume that the animals enjoy unnatural humans noisy instruments.
The zoo already has WAAAY more concerts than they did years ago, and the level of sound is not pleasing as it is. I can,t
relax in the evening hearing the beats which are not conducive to winding down to sleep, but keep us hyped up and
anxious until they are finally over. lt generally takes me 2 hours to wind down because even without any caffeine at a ll.
we- my family members and i often cant sleep until after 11.:30 because of these concerts due to this uncomfortable
adrenaline reaction to loud beating music.
we definitely oppose adding more concerts and prefer 55 decibels. They keep requesting more and more it seems and
increasing the torture for sound sensitive people. Loud beats and sounds hype ,p onu and make them upset that they
are forced against their will to listen to music that they don,t want to hear.
we can't understand why the zoo thinks they have the right to keep pushing the sound louder and increase the amounts
of concerts. This should be a city for all the people, not just for zoo administrators and their music lovers.
Thank you for what you are doing to find the moderate approach and bring this city together, not drive people apart.
Sincerely,
Mrs Aesha R Lorenz Al-Saeed

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Radley < radleyartist@g mail.com >
Wednesday, December 12, 2Ot g 8:36 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo Variance

Office of Neighborhood lnvolvement Noise Control program
1221 SW4th Ave, ste 110
Portland, OR 97204

Dear Noise Control Board,

I am writing to request that the porfland Noise Board deny the oregon Zoo,s variance.

I am a volunteer for Free the Oregon Zoo Elephants, so my focus is on the well being of the elephants at
the zoo. I also understand that the stress of the concerts is ten ny all the animals at t"he zoo.

On the subject of elephants, their sensitive hearing is well documented. As video taped on the BBC,
elephants can hear the sound of approaching clouds, allowing them to detect when a storm is coming!

The following is a quote from the Mother Nature Network.

"Elephants have a great sense of hearing and can send vocalizations a long distance. The species makes
a.variety of sounds, including sno(s, roars, cries and more. But they also s[ecialize in rumbles and are
able to pick up sounds in a more unusual way.
While trumpeting may be heard a good distance away, elephants can also communicate in a low rumble
that can travel as far as 6 miles, and what's more, the elephant receiving the call picks it up through its
feet.
Caitlin O'Connell-Rodwell, a biologist at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California, found that the
vocalizations and foot stomps of elephants resonate at a frequency other elephants can detect through
the ground. Enlarged ear bones as well as sensitive nerve endingi in their feet and trunks allow elepiants
to pick up these "underground" or infrasonic messages.,,

To me personally it is heartbreaking to think of the stress these sensitive animals are subjected to with no
way of escape.

I would ask that the length of the concert series and the volume be kept to an absolute minimum.

I would also like to thank the Noise Review Board for the work you do; and I am aware that you are
volunteering your time.

Sincerely,

Ann Radley

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nigel Stephens < leginstephens@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 12, ZO1rg 7:56 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo review

Office of Community & Civic Life Noise Control program
1221 SW 4th Ave, Suite 110
Portland, OR 97204

Sent from !lg!l for Windows 10

Dear Board Members

I understand that the oregon Zoo have applied to increase the effect of their annual concerts
on the neighborhood. Not only will this adversely affect the living quality of the local residents,
but, surely the Zoo's main concern must be for the animals in their care. For example,
elephants have to endure night after night of what amount to torture in as much as they not
only have sensitive hearing, but detect vibrations through their feet from many miles away, let
alone from next door.

So please keep the noise levels and the length oftime that all are subjected to that, to a
minimum.

With grateful thanks

Nigel J Stephens

1



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joa n.ea rls@ g ma il.com
Tuesday, December 11, 2018 5:05 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
DOWN the noise levels during the Oregon Zoo concert series!!!

Deor 5irlModom

r om writing lo utge you to keep the decibel level os low os possible ond to shorten the concert
series os much os possible.

The concert stoge is RI6HT NEXT to the elephont lsnds ond the elephonts suffer 6REATLy
wifh their sensitive heoring ond the vibrotions they feel. The zoo doesn,f core obout the
onimols- they hove mode the concert series from six weeks to fourteen miseroble weeks not
only for the elephonts ond onimols but the neighborhoods surrounding the zoo.

So, Keeping the decibel level os low os possible ond to shorten the concert series would benefit
evetyone.

f remoin
Yours sincerely
Joon Eorls
Irelond

1
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane Nauertz <dianenauertz@gmail.com>
Monday, December 10,2018 10:31 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
Re: Oregon Zoo concerts

correspond ing lin k: htto://freeoregonzooele hants.orslw ntent/u oloads/ 1.41LL/zoo concerts. odf

On Mon, Dec 10, 2018 at 10:29 AM Diane Nauertz <dianenauert @smail.com> wrote:
Dear Noise Control Board, I ani writing today in reference to proposed variance of dB at zoo concerts. As you must
know animals have even greater auditory ability than humans. Recording decibel levels at neighboring houses rather
than at the concert site is very deceptive and very bad science. lf these animals are indeed under the ,,protection', of

. the zoo then they must be protected from harm. Seeing as how the dB level is already too high for elephants, as
evidenced by chronic ca ptivity-ind uced behavior such as swaying, any increase in dB would be seriously detrimental to
these creatures who have the ability to hear sounds that originate hundreds of miles away...in the wild. But they are
NoT in the wild. They are FoRcED to stand in enclosures adjacent to the concert site and are subjected to the
unbearable noise. (see link) Please do not allow the zoo to raise either the dB level or the number of concert days for
the sake of these captive animals. Thank you in advance, Diane Nauertz

t



Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jeanne Windham <djwindham@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 10, 2018 9:24 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo 3-Year Noise Variance Application
201 8.12.10 Noise Control Board.pdf

VIA EMAIL - noise@portlandoregon. gov

December 10,2018

Office of Community & Civic Life

Noise Review Board

1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 110

Portland, OR97204

Re: Oregon Zoo 3-Year Noise Variance Application

To: Ernest Harris, Member (Community Member At-Large)

Destiny Wright, Member (Construction professional)
Michael Wallace, Member (Community Member At-Large)
Jamie Hurd, Member (Community Member At-Large)
Kerrie Standlee, Member (Acoustical Engineering professional)
Paul van Orden, Non-Voting Member Q.Joise Control Officer)

My name is Jeanne Windham. My husband, Will Windham, who is 86, and I live at 2753 SW Roswell Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97201, The front of our home faces SW Patton Road; and the back of our home faces SW
Roswell Avenue. I write in opposition to the Oregon Zoo'svariance request for a three -year noise variance for
up to l9 concerts to be held from mid-June and mid-September 2019 through 2O2l,during the hours of 3:00 pm
and 10:00 pm, at a decibel level not to exceed 65 dBA.

The Oregon Zoo is asking for a variance from Mid-June through Mid-September (92 days), during which time
we enjoy having little to no rain, warrn evenings and the most opportunities to enjoy being outdoo"rs. Assuming
these concerts take place on those fleeting and precious eveningi, what the Zoo iiurking ire to do is give up
100% of 20% of my summer for their nominal benefit. That is completely unreasonable and unacceptable.
Indeed, as a non-profit organization receiving tax dollars, the Oregon Zoo certainly is capable of launching a
successful capital campaign to raise at least the same monies theyleceive from the summer concerts.

The granting of these variances and the ?9dt insistence on promoting these concerts for approximately no
more than 2Yo of their annual budget and for "fi:n" does not take into consideration the effects of this noise
pollution on vulnerable populations whose voices are not heard: the animals held at the zoo, the elderly, the
hearing impaired, children, those suffering from preexisting mental and physical illnesses, and family pets. The
Oregon Zoo may be acting within the letter of the law; but it is not acting within the spiritof the law. Indeed,
they are not being good neighbors. I do not know the technicalities of so=und, but what I do know is that I
should not have to pay for the privilege of having a diminished quality of life because of these concerts.
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while I appreciate that the type and sound of the music at the oregon Zoo's summer concerts may beacceptable to those on the premises, it is intrusive to many of us irithe surrounding residential areas. Typically,
as an evening concert progresses, the music level increasis while the noise level in the external environmentfalls' This is particularly true of music that relies on a bass beat, which creates a booming noise in myneighborhood' And there is no way for the Zoo to control where the sound travels, creating noise pollution,
harming the environment, and lessening the quality of life for many of the *.u r.rid.rrt, ur'a their'pets. And itcannot be ignored that with no substantial chingei, there is a real possibility that these concerts wiil ultimately
affect the value of our homes.

In 1999, the World Health Organization (WHO) published "Guidelines For Community Noise,,,a 161 page
document covering, 

_among 
other things, the adverse health effects of noise and guideline values. While I

understand that you have time constraints, I urge you to take the time to review ihi, do.r.ent before any
decision is made. I call your attention to Chapters 3 and 4; andspecifically pages 30-32,34-35,37-3g,40-45,
and 47-48. Its precautionary principle at page 48 is worthy of your corsidlratl-on: "In all cases, noise should be
reduced to the lowest level achievable in a particular situaiion. Where there is a reasonable possibility thatpublic health will be damaged, action should be taken to protect public health without awaiting full scientificproof."

If you are so inclined to grant the Zoo's Variance Application, given the serious nature of the health concerns
raised, I respectfully request that the variance be modified as follows:

' Limit the number of concerts to no more than 12, and no more than 2 per week, none of which to be on a
Sunday.

' Limit the variance to Mid-June through the commencement of the first day of the public school year,
which is normally just before or after Labor Day Weekend.

' Limit the maximum sound level to 60 dBA, as measured at the 2637 SW patton Court deck.
' Limit the variance for one year. This limitation will allow the public to receive proper notice in order to

comment on the 2020 summer concerts and would not be a hardship to the Zoo. Moreover, it will allow
the Board an opportunity to review the current City Noise Control ordinance for possible amendments.

I must admit I am reluctantly writing this because in the past it is to no avail. How.u.r, Jin.. going to Thailand,
Kenya and Tanzania the last two years, and experiencing the profound effects noise has on *iiaU6, I persist.

Thank you for your time and consideration regarding my concerns and requests.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Windham
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christine Colasurdo < c.colasurdo@yahoo.com >
Sunday, December 9, 2018 11:12 pM
Civic Noise Control Office
zoo noise

Office of Community and Civic Life Noise Control program
1221 SW 4th Ave, ste 110
Portland, OR 97204

December 9, 20L8

Dea r Noise Control Board,

I am writing to ask that the portland Noise Board deny the oregon Zoo,s variance request.

As a Portland native lgrew up with the zoo. I used to visit the zoo as a child, back when animals in
cages were considered "fun" to view. I even attended some zoo concerts when lwas a college
student. Back then, they were mellow, low-amplified events. Since then, they have grown much larger
and noisier. These days, I find them inhumane-not just to neighbors like me but to surrounding
wildlife and especially to the zoo animals who, already subjected to life in prison, must endure
unnaturally amplified sounds that are not music to them-just loud noise that is unfamiliar to their
own animal behavior.

For the last 12 years my family and I have lived across the Tanner Creek canyon from the zoo. As a
result, we are forced each summer to hear the zoo concerts. Often we hear them inside our house
with the windows closed. one hundred percent of the time they are audible outside-even in our
back yard, where I do yard work in the evening. Each time there is a pre-concert sound
check/rehearsal we can hear the noise. lt is not music. lt is just amplified noise that is never
enjoyable. lt is., frankly, awful. Sometimes I leave the neighborhood and return after the zoo concerts
are over. I have called several times to complain about the noise-but there is no diminishment in
noise levels, just Public Relations niceties over the phone and promises that someone will drive over
and do a sound check. ln fact, we have never been visited by a zoo employee. To my knowledge, the
zoo has never done a sound check at our house.

I find it incredible that the zoo is requesting to raise the noise level when it has been receiving
complaints from residents like me for years. I also find it disturbing that I was informed by a
neigh bor- neither by the zoo nor the city-that the zoo is asking to raise noise levels.

It is my opinion that the zoo concerts should be acoustic. There should be no amplification of sound.
why? Because each time I have called the zoo to complain, I have asked the person on the phone how
the zoo knows for sure that the animals are not bothered by the noise. Each time I have asked I get avague reply, like "Well, it's not that noisy here where l,m talking on the phone with you.,,The zoo
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appears to be unable to provide scientific evidence that the amplified sound does not harm or disturbits caged animals. Why can,t the zoo undertake a study and monitor stress hormones in the caged
animals before, during, and after the concerts? ls the zoo not a biological organization capable ofscientific experiments? Why can it not provide facts?

From what r have researched, there is growing evidence that noise poIution is very bad for wird birds(who can't hear each others' calls) as well as for marine life such as whales who cannot hear each
others' songs. I find lt highly ironic that the zoo, which is supposed to be focused on animal behavior,
is ignorant about the harm noise po[ution causes wirdlife. The zoo is rocated next to the Hoyt
Arboretum which is green habitat for urban wirdrife. Has anyone ever studied how the zoo,samprified
noise events affect the wildlife of the Hoyt Arboretum?

lf zoo employees cannot guarantee that they are not injuring or stressing their caged animals, then
they have no legal right to host amplified-noise events. The ioo is operaling on an assumption that
human-caused noise is fine with its caged animars. That is no way to operate a zoo. rt is basicaly
animal abuse.

lalso find it unscientific and backwards-thinking to propose raising amprified music revers when
research has shown that attending amplified concerts harms ear drums. Many musicians have
endured hearing ross from their own music because they didn't rearize that amprification is injurious.
Raising the decibel level could put vulnerable audience members at risk for hearing loss_
unbeknownst to them. Raising the vorume is exactry the opposite of what is recommended these days
for health and safety of humans.

I appreciate the opportunity to voice my concern. r am asking the board to deny the request not just
for our family, our neighbors and others but for all the wildlife that reside in the area in the summer
as well as the caged animars who cannot escape from the amprified noise. when r was youn8, the wird
birds had a distinct and roud evening chorus in the summer in portrand. Now, as bird popurations have
declined, that evening chorus is much smaller-and the zoo concerts are much louder. That does not
sound like a thriving green city. Nor does it sound promising for urban wildlife.

Please do not allow for more noise pollution in the City of portland.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Colasurdo
2776 SW Old Orchard Road
Portland, OR 97201
(s03) 477-7978
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Noise Control Board,

I am writing to oppose the Oregon Zoo's request for a noise variance for their summer concerts. The noise level at the
zoo concerts is already too high, for the zoo's neighbors, but also for the animals who live in the zoo, which the zoo
often claims is their home. How would you like your home to be invaded by loud music 3 months of the year? I urge you
to make sure there are sound readings near the animals' enclosures, especially the elephants, who have very sensitive
hearing, and in fact can hearfor at least 2 miles. And then instead of allowing a variance to increase noise levels,
decrease the decibel level allowed at the zoo. The animals are subjected to a myriad of noises during the day, at night
they deserve and need a little quiet and rest. I urge you to consider the needs of the animals. After all, the zoo's stated
mission is to enhance animal welfare. Please help the zoo to live up to that mission.

Thank you.

Courtney Scott
1701 SE 49th Ave..
Portland OR 97215

I am vwiting to request that the Portland Noise Board deny the Oregon Zoo's variance

http ://f ro msuffe ri ngtosatori m ovie.com/

Courtney Scott <courtney@scottwork.com>
Sunday, December 9, 2018 6:28 PM
Civic Noise Control Office
comment on noise variance for Oregon Zoo
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Civic Noise Controt Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

J. Mary Taylor

2718 S.W. Old Orchard Road

Portland OR 9720"1

J MARY TAYLOR <taylorwhitten@comcast.net>
Monday, December 10, 2018 1O:40 AM
Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo request to extend its variance

Follow up
Completed

I understand that the Oregon Zoo has requested to extend its variance for an increased number of itsconcerts and for the volume to be 70.

As a neighbor on Old Orchard Road, I get the direct blast of noise from these zoo concerts. lt isso loud that it is impossible to be able to speak effectively over the noise when outside on my ownproperty. No outdoor barbecues or other events are feaiible under these circumstances. lniide myhouse, the concerts emit a loud and annoying noise that is disruptive to indoor activities that involve
speaking or concentration. To increase the volume to 70 is outrageous to neigftUors as far away asCouncil Crest.

Of even graver concern is the effect on the animals of the zoo. They are being exploited by theirpresence near the concert venue and probably tortured by the volume of the con-certs. There is
ample medical evidence that loud noise can affect hearing in people, who have the choice of
exposing themselves to high volume or not. Zoo animals do not have that choice.

. I express a strong NO to altering this ordinance for louder and more frequent concerts. Rather,
the volume should be lowered for the sake of all those people and animals affected by the dangerous
decibel level.
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Linda Ryan

17976 NW Cambray Street
Beaverton, Oregon 97006

Me <lindapdx@gmail.com>

Monday, December .10, 
2018 l:05 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo Concerts

I would like to add my voice in support of reducing noise levels in the newly expanded concert series
at the Portland zoo. ln the past I have attended 2 concerts there but after having seen that we are
essentially in the elephant's homes I will never again attend an event there. I understand that the
zoo's agenda is bringing in as much revenue as possible by any means but the noise generated from
rock concerts is not conducive for captive animals. Let's keep the noise down and not put further
stress on these beautiful animals. Thank you.
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Civic Noise Control Offic

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jenniphur <jenniphu r@g ma il.co m >
Monday, December 10, 2018 3:43 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo Concerts

e

Hello,

I oppose the noise variance apprication submitted by the oregon Zoo for 2019 concert season.

Tha nk you,

Jenniphur Ryan

5113 SW Mitchell St.
Portland, OR 9722L
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Dec 11, 2018

Office of Community and Civic Life Noise Control program
1221 SW 4thAve, ste 110
Portland, OR97204

Attached: spread sheet ..concert-season.pdp,

Dear Noise Control Board,

I am writing to request that the Portland Noise Board deny the Oregon Zoo's variance. I live
across the freeway from the oregon Zoo, just over one third of a mile away.

Neighbors are experiencing "creeping normalcy" with the oregon Zoo Concerts-incremental
changes that reset what is "normal" or "acceptable," yet which add up to big change over the
years.

For example: The Zoo concerts began in 1979 as an eight-week Jazzand Classical music series
billed as "Your Zoo andAll That Jazz." The concerts continued as an eight-week series for
another 31 years until2010, when concerts dates began "creeping" into September. By 201g, the
series ran thirteen-weeks and ended mid-September (first concert-June 14; last concert,
September 12).

Thus, today's new normal is concert noise for a quarter of the year.

Furthermore, the Zoo offered a quieter, inexpensive Community Concert series on Wednesday
nights through 2010. In fact, the majority of the Zoo concerts were on Wednesday nights. As I
remember, the Wednesday night concerts were often inaudible to neighbors. In 2011, it seems the
Zoo dropped those concerts, and this has corresponded to an increase in the louder, full-price,
concerts on weekends.

Between this programming change, and the new sound system the Zoo installed a few years ago,
the new normal is that aYerage concert volume is louder than a decade ago-fewer of the
concerts are inaudible.

Lisa Caballero
2771 Roswell Ave

Portland, OR 97201
lisaac@me.com



Fortunately, in 2013 this Board reduced the decibel limit from 70 dB(A) to 65 dB(A) in response
to neighbor complaints. The zoo pushed against that 65 dB(A) limit in 2015 when they requested
a limit of 70 dB(A) for three concerts ayear; fortunately, this Board has held to 65 dB(A).

I ask the Board to take a fuither step and reset what is "normal,' for the Concert Season span
back to eight or nine weeks; that was the norm until six years ago. A series billed as .,Summer
Concerts" should end in August, before school starts. (See attached spreadsheet for supporting
data.)

Thus, I would support the Zoo's apprication with the following restrictions:

' Return the Summer Concerts season to eight or nine weeks, twelve concerts. This is
adequate for Zoo and Metro marketing and community outreach. I oppose allowing
19-24 concerts.

. Conclude the series in August.

' Make public the decibel levels recorded at the concert site. These concerts are
marketed as family events, the public has the right to know the decibel level to which
children's ears are being exposed. Metro should not sponsor concerts which are injurious
to the public.

I thank the Noise Review Board for the work you do; it is important work, and I know that you
are volunteering your time. I also thank Paul van Orden, Portland's Noise Control Oflicer, who
has always been helpful and informative. Ivan Ratcliff and other zoo employees have
consistently been pleasant and courteous with me, even though we disagree on some points.

Finally, please consider the animals, they can't go to the gym or to a restaurant to avoid the
noise, like I do. Elephants can detect thunder storms 100 miles away, through the vibrations
reaching their sensitive feet; I imagine the sound waves from an amplified bass drum at close
range are upsetting to them.

Likewise, the elderly, the infirm and families with young children have difficulty leaving their
homes to avoid concerts.

Sincerely yours,

Lisa Caballero



Oregon Zoo Summer Series Season
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Lisa Caballero <lisac@me.com>
Tuesday, December 11, 2018 2:46 pN4

Civic Noise Control Office
ZOO: comment from Josanne Stedmann

Josanne's email is not working, so r have sent this in for her. -Lisa cabalero

****************************
December 10, 2018

Re: Zoo Concerts Noise

Josanne Stedmann

2737 SW Buena Vista Drive

The countless nights I have not been able to sleep due to the overwhelming intrusion into our
home! I am employed in healthcare. I try to be in bed by 7:30 pm and need to be up by 2:45 am to get
to get ready for work. My role requires alertness, accuracy, and countless decisions each day. My
coworkers have come to expect dark circles under my eyes and less than a can-do approach in an
overwhelming role, during the summer months of the zoo concert cycle.

I do understand the fund raising engine the Zoo concerts must be. l'm pleased to hear how
much friends enjoy the outdoor events-these have become a true Portland summertime classic.

I feel the city I love, and pay hefty taxes to, does not care about our sanity, and right to live
free of extraordinary stressors. Zoo officials only give measly lip service to incorporate responsible
changes. what gives the Zoo the right to ignore the population nearby who are crying out for
responsible volume control? ls the zoo not part of the whole of this community? what type of
stewardship does this teach or inform our populace in general?

Thank you for your consideration.

Portland Oregon 97201
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Civic Noise Controt Office

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Robert Duvoisin < duvoisin@ohsu.edu >
Tuesday, December 1 1, 2018 1:5g pM
Civic Noise Control Office
Oregon Zoo's Noise Variance request

To whom it may concern:

I respectfully ask that you deny the oregon Zoo's Noise Variance as requested for several

First, I live at 277L SW Roswell Avenue and these concerts are very intrusive. I worry about
how loud the concerts are at the venue, given how clearly I hear them from this distance.

I have tinnitus (a constant ringing in my ears) from attending loud concerts in my youth. lt
would be a shame if Metro and the Zoo were to start the next generation down this hearing-loss
path by exposing children and others to excessive decibel levels.

Second, these are concerts at a zoo. A zoo is an inappropriate venue for loud music. partly
because it disturbs the animals-and animal welfare should be the main (only?) mission of a
zoo-and partly because zoos are family-oriented venues. I wonder how much overlap there is
between the public going to the zoo to see and learn about animals and the public attending
evening concerts' Also, our zoo does not have any sound-proofing structu re/s hield in place to
prevent the noise from traveling.

l'm all for a concert serles which does not require a noise waiver, and it seems that it would
better serve the zoo community, including the animals. Nice local groups once a week, or some
classical music, would enhance a trip to the zoo. But I believe the zoo is mistaken when it thinks
providing loud music is some sort of public service. There are many free summer concerts in
Portland, and many, many indoor concert venues.

Third, it seems like this concert season gets longer with every passing year.

Please reduce the decibel level and duration of the season, then I could
support the summer series.

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Duvoisin

reasons:
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Civic Noise Control Office

Faom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rene Abd < ReneAbd@mail.com >

Wednesday, December 12, 2018 4:04 PM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo concerts

Dear Noise. control board,
We are writing to ask you to deny the Zoo's request for a variance.
Our home is across 26 west freeway over t/3 of a mile away but in the summer the music comes
across clearly through our open windows and disturbs us. I have a 3 1,/2year old that will not settle
down on the nights that the concerts play. lt becomes so difficult for us to put her to sleep.
My mother remembers that the concerts began in the late 70s and were 8 weeks for about 30 years.
However in 20L8 it became almost double the amount of weeks. The concerts end now even after
school started, disregarding our older students performance in school effected by less sleep.
Why has concert noise become more important than student's school performance or the elderly or
babies or those who are sound sensitive, or prefer not to listen for religious reasons?
This is really so inconsiderate and makes us not want to go to the zoo because we have become
irritated with their attitude.
We ask you please to limit the concerts to eight weeks only and announce the decibel level at the
concert site. We don't agree with anyone having to suffer or this being forced on them-either animals,
young or old people or anyone.
Please end the series in August.
Thank you and especially to Paul van orden.
Sincerely,
Bedriya and Jamal Al-Saeed
Sent using the mail.com mail app
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Civic Noise Control Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

John Neumann <johnneumannswhrl@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 8:07 pM

Civic Noise Control Office
Zoo noise Variance

Follow up
Completed

Categories: Kathy

Dear Noise Control Board,
I am writing with regards to the Oregon Zoo's application for a noise variance.

John Neumann

Like many homes on the NW face of the SW Hills, my home is 3,500 ft from the concert site, but there is nothing but the
air over Sunset Highway between us!

concert nights are constantly noticeably loud and inconsistently very loud. I assume the variability is due to both volume
at the venue and the surrounding atmospheric conditions, especially hot, dry nights. Last summer I did call and make a
complaint one night because a concert was clearly over the limit.

I think it is important to
A) Maintain a reasonable noise limit of 65dB(A) for the neighboring community and
B) Provide realtime way to "turn down" the volume when performance or atmospheric conditions are making it
especially loud.

HavinB enjoyed several Zoo Concerts myself over the years, I am confident these conditions will not take away from the
concert experience. Has anyone ever left a concert and said "That was great, but gee, I wish it was louder.', Never!

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Joh n
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PortIano, Orep5on
Deeember ,11, 2018

Noise Revlow Board.
in re "Zoo Events:

Althougn the ,+all snaking (f do not exagge:"ate) noise
of f,oo Evonis of past years has been partially mitiga"bed by
the last ruli-ng of the Noise fteview Board, the fact remains
that nany of tho evenis are stiil louo enough that ihey

interfere with Iisienin1 tor or playing music, reading, or
espeeially sleeping in ,,:r.:.r: o,.rn home, even tirough we are &
quanter rnile d.istan'i.

fne |Zco is surrolrnded by earlien residential districts
whose citlzens have a uery reasonable *xpeetation of peaee
and quiet. Slven the well resear.crled effects of noise &s a
driver of crime and ill h.ealth, we shculd be grateful fon
county and clty offioers naking svery attenpt io recluce
noise levels in ,,rhat has bocorno an increasingly abraslve
unban environment.

Loud Zoo Events are portrayed as a cash cow for bhe
ins'Lltution, but j-t is obvious that there is an ample
audj"ence fo:: quieter perfori"a]1ees, that do not torture
tire enclosing noi,3hbor:hocds or the poor beas;s eonfined in
the 'Zoo.

If Zoo r.r1&h&gement is actually in:erested in social
responsibility, why do they insist and persist i-n behaviors
that annoy an,i distress their neighbors?

It would be perfectly reasonable if Zoo ivents were;

1 ) Limited to lower nolse leveLs (e.g. SOdb).

2)Fewer even|s- no nore tiran one a ireek, and no
extension lnto september.

3) Ending at least by 9pn when sehool children and
many r*orkers need to be in bed.

l,Toise impairs an<i degrades Jud.garnent anq" healtir, at
present citizens irrust look to the t?cise Review tsoano for
relief j-n this ma'L-;er,

Ihank You

1r/t4
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